San Jose EBC—About the Center

San Jose Executive Briefing Center
Hours of operation: Monday–Friday, 7:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. PST; Tel: 650-258-3460
HQ EBC contact: manawil@hpe.com

HQ Executive Briefing Center

Immersive experiences

Designed for collaboration

Hands-on capabilities

Located on the fourth floor of the HPE headquarters in San Jose,
the newly designed HQ Executive Briefing Center (EBC)
showcases the latest in collaborative technology and technology
innovation. Designed with customers in mind, the EBC features
interactive spaces to see solutions in action, become immersed
in industry‑specific content, and actively participate in digital
transformation discussions.
HQ EBC features a dedicated staff to provide a highly personalized
briefing experience. The 15,000 square foot HQ EBC features
four briefing rooms, an executive lounge, technology playground,
immersive theater, and digital transformation vignettes, accompanied
by breathtaking views of the Bay Area.
Ready to request a visit? Contact HQ EBC Center Manager Lorraine
Manawil (manawil@hpe.com) for more information.

During your briefing, HPE Executives and Subject Matter Experts
engage in business and technology discussions through a wide
range of topics, including:
• Hybrid cloud (Composable infrastructure, as a service solutions
and data)
• Edge Experiences (Edge to cloud, security and actionable
data insights)
• Services for Digital Transformation (HPE Pointnext)
• Industry solutions
• Environmental sustainability
• HPE corporate and business function best practices
• Hewlett Packard Labs discussions and demos

Learn more at
Share now

hpe.com/us/en/about/executive-briefing-centers.html
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